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Does this MLM lead
generating site work?
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MLM GATEWAY
REVIEWS
The use of lead generation companies for small
businesses is the best way for someone serious about
making money in MLM to succeed, but the question is
will the MLM gateway platform do the job?
I have been personally using MLM gateway for quite a
while and believe that a review was on the cards. Some of
my downline in doTERRA have started using this platform
while others are still using the more traditional methods
have not. I have found that the latter network marketer
feels that MLM gateway would be useful for their
businesses. At the same time they are the ones that
believe as I do that the internet is a future marketing tool
for MLM.
MLM gateway simply offers the network marketing
professional as well as someone new to the industry the
ability to connected with other leaders around the world.
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SO, WHY IS THAT SO IMPORTANT?
If you have been in network marketing for a short time and have enrolled a small downline
it is likely that you have hit a wall. You have realized that not everyone in your downline are
as excited and passionate as you are. Some of your downline just get on with building their
business, while others realize that running a home business is a bit more work than they
originally believed. The main issue is recruiting and prospecting.
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What do you do when you have spoken to all your family and friends?
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How do you speak to prospects outside your social circle?
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How do you find people who are as passionate about network marketing are
you are?
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How do you find MLM leaders?

These are the type of questions I hear almost everyday. Getting the word out about your
products or business opportunity can be difficult if you haven't got a recruitment system in
place or a list of excited network marketers hungry for success.
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THE SAD REALITY OF THE FAMILY AND FRIENDS
MLM LEAD GENERATING METHOD
Unfortunately, within your group of family and friends there are only a few people
that will be interested in what you have to offer.
That is a fact!
About 20 years ago, I was asked to write down my prospect list as many before me. I
had over 200 names. Surely someone would be interested in working with me or
buying my products. Sadly, one reluctantly purchased some products and one joined
my business and then bitched and complained until they stopped speaking to me.
Well, I recall my enroller telling me that I only needed to enroll 3 people to my
business. What he should have said was that, "I needed to enroll 3 leaders". Enrolling
anybody who wants to join your business is fine. However, for your business to grow
and for you to earn good money, enrolling leaders is the key to success.

WHO ARE THE BEST TYPE OF PEOPLE TO JOIN
YOUR BUSINESS?
I run much of my MLM business online and I have found the best partners are:
Those who reach out to me
Those who are excited and passionate about running a business from home
Those who have already been in network marketing
Those who are self starters
Those who are already running a business
Those who are online or digital marketers
Those who see themselves as leaders
This is why, MLM gateway is a great platform for building a network marketing
business. MLM gateway is filled with people from all over the world passionate about
MLM. Everyone on the platform is in different stages of their business. Some are
looking for something new, while others are looking for a second or third stream
income. At the same time other members are pitching their own business
opportunity in a completely passive way, so you don't feel that it is a hard sale.
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READ FULL ARTICLE

"The use of lead generation companies for
small businesses is the best way for someone
serious about making money in MLM to
succeed, but the question is will the MLM
gateway platform do the job?"

Conclusion
review
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MLM

lead

generating

I personal use all forms of lead generation
for my business. I try new ones all the time
and if they work and are simple to use I add
them to my list of tools and services if not I
let it go and find something new. MLM
gateway is an exception, because it is
simply and it worked and you can't ask
more than that.

If you have any questions about any of my
MLM gateway reviews or you would like to
read the full article. Click on the source link
below. You can also add your name, email
address and short message on the form
and I will get get to you asap.
Source: MLM gateway reviews, does this
MLM lead generating site work?
Author: Steven Jackson

